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CURRENT EVENTS ASSESSMENT 
The situation in our nation is not improving. It 
seems that the craziness just continues to grow 
worse. The Supreme Court’s decision to overturn 
Roe v. Wade stated that abortion should not be 
mandated at the federal level; rather, it was up to 
the states to decide the matter.  

California lawmakers have amended AB 
2223 to legalize infanticide, effectively 
allowing self-induced, do-it-yourself 
abortions at any stage of pregnancy. The 
newest version of the bill provides 
immunity from prosecution for any 
pregnancy outcome, including perinatal death 
“due to causes that occurred in utero.” What most 
people don’t realize is that the perinatal period 
includes late-stage pregnancy up to one month 
after birth. The rabid lawmakers of California 
essentially want to expand abortion beyond birth.  

Not to be outdone, a satanic group in the United 
States advertised free abortions, particularly late 
term feticide. They were especially candid about 
their intentions. Since the baby was going to die, 
why not give it to them so they can 
sacrifice it to Lucifer. 

The different groups of 
political leadership in 
California seem to be 
trying to outdo each 
other. The California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) was 

established in 1967 under Governor Ronald 
Reagan with the stated goal of protecting the air 
quality and complying with air pollution 
regulation, particularly with the Zero-Emission 
Vehicle (ZEV) program enacted in 1990.  

Governor Gavin Newsom signed an executive 
order mandating that CARB ban the new sales of 

gasoline powered cars by 2035, requiring 
the exclusive sale of electric vehicles. 

None of the people on this governing 
board are elected officials. There are 

eighteen members on the governing 
board. Sixteen board members can vote with 

two non-voting positions. Twelve board members 
are appointed by the governor with the State 
Assembly and State Senate appointing two more 
each. Since the Democrats firmly control the State 
Senate and the State Assembly, and with Governor 
Newsom also being a rabid liberal, the people of 
California essentially have no voice. A number of 
other states are following California’s emission 
standards and are likely to issue a similar ban on 
the new sales of gasoline powered cars in 2035.  

This is obviously going to affect the 
automobile manufacturers doing 

business in California as they 
are forced to phase out 
their gasoline cars with 
more expensive electric 
vehicles. Toyota is the 

only manufacturer who has invested 
heavily into hybrid technology, but 
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they are still not poised to make that jump given 
their limited electric vehicle offering. Most of the 
other manufacturer’s currently have a token 
electric vehicle to comply with California’s 
demands. 

This transition from gasoline powered cars to 
electric vehicles is going to price out lower income 
people from owning a new automobile since the 
initial cost is nearly double and maintenance is 
high as well. The price of a new Tesla is around 
$60,000. Are people going to factor in the cost of a 
replacement battery ($10,000) at the time of the 
purchase? Probably not! The dirty secret is that 
the battery pack on an electric vehicle will 
degrade after five years, significantly reducing the 
range of the vehicle between charges. In contrast, 
a gasoline powered vehicle will still be fully 
functional and could easily last 20 years if 
properly maintained.  

Public schools across the nation are now 
introducing a “gender policy” whereby students 
can enlist the help of school staff to change their 
gender through name changes and use of 
pronouns, including puberty blockers and surgery. 
Parents have been stripped of their rights and 
have no say in the matter. This means that if a 
student tells a teacher, “I am no longer a boy” or “I 
am no longer a girl,” the school is obligated to help 
the child transition to the opposite sex. Again, 
parents are not to be informed until this nonsense 
has more or less taken hold and it is too late to 
rescue the child’s warped mind. 

SINKING INTO A HELLHOLE 
Glenn Beck released a book seven years ago 
entitled Agenda 21: Into the Shadows. It made a 
deep impression upon me and I was depressed for 
several weeks afterwards. I knew that even 
though it was a work of fiction, Beck was 
predicting the future. 

It was once named America, but now it is just 
“the Republic.” Following the worldwide 

implementation of a UN-led program called 
Agenda 21, the once-proud people of 
America have become obedient residents 
who live in barren, brutal Compounds and 
serve the autocratic, merciless Authorities. 

Citizens mainly keep their heads down and 
their mouths shut—but Emmeline is different. 
When the Authorities took her mother away, 
she started questioning the world around her. 
What happened to her mom? Why is 
everyone confined to grim living spaces and 
made to eat the same food cubes every day? 
Why was her own baby taken from her to be 
raised in the Children’s Village? And are 
those who got away during the Relocations—
the so-called shadow people—merely a 
rumor? 

When Emmeline’s questions lead to the 
realization that she will never see her child 
again, she decides to escape the Compound. 
Fleeing the armed enforcers of the Earth 
Protection Agency, and facing the unknown 
for the first time in their lives, Emmeline and 
her partner David run into the shadows in the 
desperate hope of finding something they’d 
only heard stories about from those who’d 
lived before the Relocations: freedom. 

I mention this book because Beck described the 
government-controlled areas as being without 
automobiles, buses and trucks. Transportation 
featured carts pulled by a team of six men who 
were harnessed to it like animals. When people 
needed to be transported, it was a carriage that 
was again pulled by a group of men harnessed to 
it. People did not travel outside their compounds, 
but worked as a collective for the people in the 
compound. Everyone met in the evening at a 
central meeting place where they were forced to 
listen to government propaganda and pledge 
allegiance to the unknown leadership. 
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Beck’s book is a modern parallel to George 
Orwell’s 1984 published in 1948. Orwell also 
wrote a book called Animal Farm in 1946. It is the 
story of a farmer and his wife who face a rebellion 
on their farm. They drive the farmer and his wife 
off the property and then all the animals meet to 
discuss how to run the farm. The pigs are the most 
intelligent and end up in management, while the 
other animals worked to serve their needs with 
the exception of the dogs who served as enforcers. 
After some time, the other animals had a meeting 
to discuss how the pigs had become worse than 
the farmer and his wife.  

  
Glenn Beck George Orwell 

  
Orwell was a veteran of the Spanish Civil War 
(1936-1939) having fought on the Republican 
side, which consisted of various socialist, 
communist, separatist, anarchist, and republican 
parties. They were supported by the Soviet Union, 
while the Nationalists were supported by Nazi 
Germany and Fascist Italy. It was a bloody war 
with heavy casualties on both sides.  

Orwell was not a Christian and his writing was 
extremely pessimistic. He learned first-hand of the 
future world government and knew the future 
was not bright. Glenn Beck is a Mormon and a 
historian. Having been around Washington D.C. 
and also involved in the Republican Party, he has 
knowledge of the inner workings of what is known 
as “The Swamp.” Both men predict a future where 
some kind of “elite” takes power and people are 
reduced to “slaves.” Christians would do well to 
read these three books to prepare themselves for 
the time of the Antichrist. 

INTENT OF THE WORLD GOVERNMENT  
What is the goal of the World Government? I am 
certain that this question could be answered by 
George Orwell and Glenn Beck. However, only a 
born-again believer in Jesus can provide a 
complete answer. The Bible is a true account of 
the past, but it also takes it a step further by 
predicting the future and the end of this world. 
Since non-Christians have rejected the Bible as the 
Word of God, they are like men trying to navigate 
a large and empty dark room with no fixed point 
of reference. This is absolutely crucial when it 
comes to discerning the end times.  

There is a sinister hidden truth that Lucifer and 
the Kabbalists are working diligently to establish a 
global federation with a tyrannical leader. The 
Bible exposed their program some 1,900 years 
ago and Jesus revealed they will succeed for a 
relatively short time.  

The Kabbalist’s know exactly 

what they are doing as they 

work to create a global 

federation governed by their 

messiah – the holy serpent! 

Every action by God is carried out according to 
“eternity time” or “heavenly time.” Mankind has a 
way of measuring time based upon rotations 
around the sun, but God has a completely different 
way of measuring time in heaven. Humanity 
cannot be so narcissistic to think that God is going 
to conform to our standard of time keeping.  

Some 2,475 years ago, an angel was sent to a man 
named Daniel with a message about the future. 
The angel conveyed a heavenly time reference 
when these events would happen, stating it would 
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be “a time, times and an half.”1 It is obvious the 
angel was operating with a time system that was 
foreign to humanity. Daniel did not understand 
and questioned the angel. He was told the 
interpretation would be provided later. The 
revelation to the apostle Peter some 1,950 years 
ago was a fulfillment of God’s promise to Daniel, 
effectively allowing mankind to convert eternity 
time into earthly time. 

“But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, that 

one day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a 

thousand years as one day.” (2 Peter 3:8) 

 
Using the information provided in this scripture, 
we can deduce God’s eternity time by dividing 
1,000 years by 24 hours: 

 One hour with God is 41.67 years for 
mankind. 

 One minute with God is 8 months and 8 
days for mankind. 

 One second with God is 3 days and 22 
hours for mankind. 

The Bible reveals that a despotic global leader will 
come to power and his reign will last for one 
hour.2 Think about it for a moment. What can you 
accomplish in an hour? That’s not much time to 
rule the world. But what if the Bible wasn’t 

 
1 Daniel 12:5-9 

referring to earthly time? What if this was on a 
cosmic time scale? Properly converted this would 
amount to 41.6 years for humanity, meaning the 
man of sin will rule the world for more than four 
decades! 

DECEPTION 
God chose Abraham to be the father of the 
Israelites. From his loins would come a peculiar 
people, chosen by God to be His representatives to 
the other nations. Abraham had a son named 
Isaac, who in turn had a son named Jacob. He had 
an experience with God and his name was 
changed to Israel. Jacob had twelve sons who over 
time became the twelve tribes of Israel.  

“But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, 

an holy nation, a peculiar people; that ye should 

shew forth the praises of him who hath called you 
out of darkness into his marvellous light:  

Which in time past were not a people, but are now 

the people of God: which had not obtained mercy, 

but now have obtained mercy.” (1 Peter 2:9-10) 

God’s purpose for the Israelites was two-fold:  

1. They were to preserve the Scriptures. 

2. They were to be a conduit for the Messiah. 

Given the rise of Christian Zionism, what I am 
about to say will more than likely make a lot of 
people uncomfortable because they have been 
brainwashed to think highly of the Jews – to the 
point that they’re venerated even when there is a 
moral failure. One such example would be the 
two-tier salvation plan being promoted that states 
Gentiles must come to Jesus in order to be born 
again, but God has a “special plan” for the Jews. 
This is pure heresy.  

2 Revelation 13:1-18; 17:11-12 
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“Now to Abraham and his seed were the promises 

made. He saith not, And to seeds, as of many; but 

as of one, And to thy seed, which is Christ.  

There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither 

bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for 
ye are all one in Christ Jesus. And if ye be Christ's, 

then are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs according to 

the promise.” (Galatians 3:16, 28-29) 

The Antichrist is going to be a Jew who rejects the 
God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. He will be a 
practicing homosexual and reign out of 
Jerusalem as a global dictator. The 
prophet Daniel was given a description 
of this end time ruler. 

“And the king shall do according 

to his will; and he shall exalt 

himself, and magnify himself 

above every god, and shall speak 
marvellous things against the 

God of gods, and shall prosper till 

the indignation be accomplished: 

for that that is determined shall be 

done 

Neither shall he regard the God of his 

fathers, nor the desire of women, nor 

regard any god: for he shall magnify 
himself above all.   

But in his estate shall he honour the God of forces: 

and a god whom his fathers knew not shall he 

honour with gold, and silver, and with precious 

stones, and pleasant things. 

Thus shall he do in the most strong holds with a 

strange god, whom he shall acknowledge and 

increase with glory: and he shall cause them to rule 

over many, and shall divide the land for gain.”  

(Daniel 11: 36-39) 

When God gave the prophecy to Daniel, it was 
pointed out that the Antichrist will reject the God 
of his fathers and become his own god. This lines 
up with the Kabbalistic doctrine. It is important to 
remember when God the Father sent God the Son 
to the earth to become the Messiah for humanity, 
Jesus proclaimed that He and the Father were one 
and that the Son of God was divine. The Man of Sin 
won’t have a desire for women, indicating that he 

will be a homosexual. This is not 
implausible given the Devil counterfeits 

everything that God does and this is 
evident with today’s militant 
homosexuals who claim their “love” 
is just as valid as that of a man and 

woman. The renegade Kabbalistic 
messiah will likewise mimic the 

real Messiah and declare his 
divinity from the rebuilt temple.  

“Now we beseech you, brethren, by 

the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, 

and by our gathering together unto 

him, That ye be not soon shaken in 

mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, 

nor by word, nor by letter as from us, as 

that the day of Christ is at hand.  

Let no man deceive you by any means: for 
that day shall not come, except there come a 

falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, 

the son of perdition;  

Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is 

called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God 

sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he 

is God.” (2 Thessalonians 2:1-4) 
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The Man of Sin will reject the 

God of Abraham, Isaac, and 

Jacob. He will be a homosexual 

and declare his divinity in the 

rebuilt temple at Jerusalem. 

It is in the Book of Revelation that we discover the 
Antichrist will reign out of Jerusalem. God will 
send two prophets to stand in front of his palace 
for 3.5 years and torment him. 

“And there was given me a reed like unto a rod: and 

the angel stood, saying, Rise, and measure the 

temple of God, and the altar, and them that 

worship therein. 

 But the court which is without the temple leave out, 

and measure it not; for it is given unto the Gentiles: 

and the holy city shall they tread under foot forty 

and two months. 

 And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and 

they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and 

threescore days, clothed in sackcloth.  

These are the two olive trees, and the two 

candlesticks standing before the God of the earth.  

And if any man will hurt them, fire proceedeth out 

of their mouth, and devoureth their enemies: and if 

any man will hurt them, he must in this manner be 
killed.  

These have power to shut heaven, that it rain not in 

the days of their prophecy: and have power over 

waters to turn them to blood, and to smite the earth 

with all plagues, as often as they will.  

And when they shall have finished their testimony, 

the beast that ascendeth out of the bottomless pit 

shall make war against them, and shall overcome 

them, and kill them. 

 And their dead bodies shall lie in the street of the 
great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and 

Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified. 

 And they of the people and kindreds and tongues 

and nations shall see their dead bodies three days 

and an half, and shall not suffer their dead bodies 

to be put in graves. 

 And they that dwell upon the earth shall rejoice 

over them, and make merry, and shall send gifts 
one to another; because these two prophets 

tormented them that dwelt on the earth. 

 And after three days and an half the Spirit of life 

from God entered into them, and they stood upon 

their feet; and great fear fell upon them which saw 

them. 

 And they heard a great voice from heaven saying 

unto them, Come up hither. And they ascended up 
to heaven in a cloud; and their enemies beheld 

them. 

 And the same hour was there a great earthquake, 

and the tenth part of the city fell, and in the 

earthquake were slain of men seven thousand: and 

the remnant were affrighted, and gave glory to the 

God of heaven.” (Revelation 11:1-13) 

The only group on earth constantly striving for 
global control is the Kabbalistic Jews. It was this 
group – spearheaded by the leadership of Theodor 
Herzl – which founded the World Zionist 
Movement in 1897 in Basel, Switzerland. The 
stated goal was establishing a Jewish political 
state in the land of Palestine. They succeeded 
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through deception, assassinations, and guerilla 
war in 1948. The Haganah and the Irgun served as 
para military groups. 

The Haganah was founded in 1920 and existed 
until 1948 when it became part of the Israeli 
Defense Force (IDF). David Ben-Gurion (Polish 
Jew) took control of the loosely organized 
Haganah in 1947, and when Israel 
declared its independence on April 18, 
1948, he became the first prime 
minister.  

Irgun was a break-away from the 
Haganah in 1931 and its most well-
known commanders were Ze’ev 
Jabotinsky (Ukrainian Jew) and Menachem Begin 
(Russian Jew), who would later serve as prime 
minister of Israel from 1977-1983. 

During World War II, the Haganah leadership 
contacted the British government and offered its 
services to fight the Nazis. The British accepted 
the Haganah fighters since the war was not going 
well for the British during the first two years. A 
Jewish brigade of 5,000 soldiers was formed and 
incorporated into the British 8th Army. A total of 
30,000 Jewish men from Palestine served with the 
British army for the duration of the war. 

Yet allies turned to enemies from 1945-1948 
when the Haganah and Irgun launched scores of 
attacks upon the British military that was in 
charge of Palestine. The most infamous attack was 
the bombing of the King David hotel in Jerusalem 
which housed the British administration. Ninety-
one people were killed and half the hotel was 
destroyed. The freedom fighters had become 
terrorists for using assassination, bombings, and 
ambushes against the Palestinians and the British. 

The British started making mass arrests to 
suppress these violent groups. The Irgun began 
attacking the hated British occupiers and their 

 
3 Revelation 13:1; 1 John 4:3 

installations. Two young Irgun fighters were 
arrested by the British in 1946 and flogged. The 
Irgun reacted by seizing some British officers and 
flogging them. The British executed four members 
of the Irgun on April 16, 1947, to which the Irgun 
retaliated by seizing two British sergeants and 

holding them hostage to prevent the 
execution of another three of its 
members. The British executed the 

three Irgun men and the Irgun 
responded by hanging the two 
British soldiers. 

The Jewish leadership in Jerusalem 
forcefully declared independence for the 
political state of Israel in 1948, the same 

day the United States and the Soviet Union also 
recognized the fledgling nation. This staged event 
was pre-arranged by Jewish leaders who had 
conferred with Harry Truman of the United States 
and Joseph Stalin of the Soviet Union. The 
opposition from other nations was squashed as 
the two superpowers backed the newly formed 
political State of Israel. 

MULTI OPERATIONS 
Contrary to what you may believe, Israel’s political 
leaders do not run the world government. Their 
job in the beginning was to establish a Jewish state 
in Palestine and then maintain it over time. Let me 
share the structure of the world government. 

THE COUNCIL OF 13 
There are thirteen people who sit atop of 
everything in the legendary council of thirteen. 
Currently, there are only twelve high ranking 
Jewish Kabbalistic leaders in this council. The final 
seat is for their messiah – the holy serpent. When 
this serpent messiah is finally revealed, he will 
take control of the council and establish himself as 
a global leader. The Bible refers to this man as the 
Beast and the Antichrist.3 
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This is the spirit of Antichrist 

that you’ve heard about which 

already exists in the world. 

WORLD ZIONIST CONGRESS 
The World Zionist Congress (WZC) is the 
legislative branch of the world government. It was 
founded by Theodor Herzl in 1897 in Basel, 
Switzerland. The WZC was tasked with 
establishing the political State of Israel 
and maintaining it.  

One of the agencies within the WZC is 
the Jewish Agency for Israel, which was 
founded in 1929 and is headquartered in 
Jerusalem. One of the functions of this 
agency is to facilitate Jewish immigration 
to Israel. It is interesting that 
President Vladimir Putin of Russia 
banned the Jewish Agency from 
operating within Russia and ordered 
its offices closed in Moscow and 
other Russian cities in 2022.  

WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS 
The World Jewish Congress was founded in 
Geneva, Switzerland in 1936. The Council of 13 
decided something stronger than the World 
Zionist Congress was needed and plans for the 
new organization were begun in 1917 in the 
United States. A conference was held in 1932 in 
Geneva and again in 1934 where preparations 
were made for a new organization. The head office 
would be in New York and another office in Berlin, 
Germany. The new organization would be based 
on the concept of the Jewish people as a national 
entity and was obligated to deal with all problems 
affecting Jewish life. 

Two more meetings were held in 1933 and 1934, 
before delegates from different nations met in 
1936 and established the World Jewish Congress 

(WJC) as a permanent democratic organization. 
One of the stated goals of the newly formed 
organization was the creation of a Jewish state in 
Palestine. Jewish communities in the different 
nations could elect delegates to WJC according to 
the size of their Jewish community. The United 
States had 52 delegates which were chosen by 
1,000 Jewish representatives from 32 states. 
There were a total of 230 delegates from 32 
nations at the convention.  

The World Jewish Congress is still headquartered 
in New York City while maintaining offices in 

Brussels, Belgium; Jerusalem, Israel; 
Paris, France; Moscow, Russia; Buenos 
Aires, Argentina; and Geneva, 
Switzerland. The WJC has been granted 
special consultative status with the 

United Nations Economic and Social 
Council. 

The WJC is a powerful Jewish 
lobbying organization, and when 

they put pressure on a nation, they 
usually get what they want. As a result, this is a 
very powerful arm of the world government. 

CONFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS 
The Conference of Presidents of Major American 
Jewish Organizations was founded in 1956 with 
headquarters in New York. It boasts a 
membership of 51 American Jewish organizations 
and was founded to develop a consensus voice 
among Jewish organizations in dealings with the 
executive branch of the American government. I 
subscribe to their daily briefing, giving me insight 
into Jewish political developments and news from 
Israel. 

The Conference of Presidents was founded in 
response to requests from President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower and his administration. The American 
Jewish community was experiencing a large 
growth in its similar policy groups (i.e. American 
Jewish Committee and American Jewish Congress) 
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and the increasing influence of the Jewish 
denominations on politics, particularly from 
Orthodox and Conservative Jews. The Eisenhower 
administration wanted a way to gauge the opinion 
of the community without infringing upon the 
internal politics of the Jewish community. The 
conference created a unified voice for the 
American Jews, which could be consulted by 
government officials.  

The Conference of Presidents has been replaced 
by Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs (JCPA), 
headquartered in Jerusalem. It was founded in 
1976 and is currently run by Dore Gold. He is a 
former Israeli ambassador to the United Nations 
and Director-General of the Israel Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. The policies of the JCPA are about 
Israeli Security, Regional Diplomacy and 
International Law. 

Both organizations have sources deep within the 
Israeli government and are designed to keep Jews 
around the world informed on the latest 
developments in the Middle East, effectively 
shaping the mindset of these Jews. It also serves as 
a great value to me as a Christian historian and 
researcher since the formation of the Antichrist 
organization is being birthed in Israel. 

DIFFERENT JEWISH CONGRESSES  
There are regional congresses under the auspice 
of the World Jewish Congress. 

American Jewish Congress was founded in 1918 
and is headquartered in New York. 

Canadian Jewish Congress was founded in 1919 
and disbanded in 2011. It was absorbed by Centre 
for Israel and Jewish Affairs with headquarters in 
Toronto, Canada. 

Latin American Jewish Congress encapsulates 
21 nations in Central and South America. It is 
headquartered in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

European Jewish Congress was founded in 1986 
with headquarters is in Brussels, Belgium. 

African Jewish Congress was founded in 1992 
and is headquartered in Johannesburg, South 
Africa. 

Euro-Asian Jewish Congress was founded in 
2002 with headquarters in Herzliya, Israel. 

THE SPIDER WEB 
In addition to these Jewish organizations that I 
have mentioned, there is another layer that 
reaches deep into each nation around the world. 
They are seemingly inoffensive, but like layers of 
an onion, they each serve a purpose that is only 
fully realized when looking at the big picture.  

 The United Nations 

 The Council of Foreign Relations 

 The Trilateral Commission 

 The Bilderbergers 

 Freemasonry 

 University and college fraternities and 
sororities 

 Political parties 

 Television, radio and newspapers 

 Entertainment industry 

 Social media (Facebook, Instagram, 
Twitter, TikTok, Pinterest, LinkedIn, 
Snapchat, YouTube) 

The Jewish world government has been able to 
seize control of these organizations, which in turn 
are used to spread disinformation, negatively 
affect moral values, and influence elections. 

CONTROLLING ELECTIONS 
The World Zionist Congress has a powerful ally in 
the United States called “American Israel Public 
Affairs Committee” (AIPAC) was founded in 1963. 
It is registered as a nonprofit organization with 
headquarters in Washington D.C. It is a lobbying 
organization whose goal is to enact specific 
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policies that create a strong, enduring and 
mutually beneficial relationship with Israel. 

AIPAC boasts that it has over 100,000 members in 
the United States and is the most powerful lobby 
in the nation. For years it gave money to political 
candidates of both parties, as long as they were 
pro-Israel. It has been heavily criticized for its 
actions and scaled 
down its footprint 
with the formation 
of “independent” political action committees 
which are used to promote certain political 
candidates. AIPAC announced that it was creating 
a Super PAC in 2021 from which political 
candidates could request funds for their 
campaigns.  

When AIPAC lobby’s the Senate or the House of 
Representatives, they always have their bills 
sponsored by a democrat and a republican so that 
the legislation benefitting Israel is always 
bipartisan. It would be political suicide for any 
mainstream politician to oppose AIPAC.  

CONTROLLING THE CHRISTIANS 
Christians United for Israel (CUFI) is an 
organization committed to defend Israel and fight 
against anti-Semitism in communities, churches, 
college campuses, the media and on Capitol 
Hill. It was founded in 1975 by Dr. 
David A. Lewis, an Assembly of God 
pastor. The organization did not 
grow that much until Pastor John 
Hagee from San Antonio, Texas, 
received permission from Lewis to 
revive the organization in 2006 and 
now promotes itself as a Christian 
Zionist organization. Hagee is a Baptist in 
most of his doctrine and was able to get support 
from some 400 Christian and Jewish leaders in 
America. He serves as the pastor of Cornerstone 
Church and has also formed “Hagee Ministries,” 
which sponsors his national television ministry. 

CUFI claims a membership of 10 million Christians 
from different denominations and is the largest 
Christian Zionist organization in America. It is 
heavily involved in politics, and when there is a 
current issue that has to do with Israel that is 
debated in Congress, members are mobilized 
through what they call “Rapid Response Alerts” 
and urged to make contact with elected officials. 

If there is a military need such as when Israel 
needed interceptor missiles for its Iron Dome 
system that had been depleted in a fight with 
Hamas, CUFI members were mobilized to contact 
congress and urge them to pass legislation for 
money to purchase more interceptors. 

Christian Zionists champion 

Israel just as fervently as 

cheerleaders with pom-poms. 

They parrot the propaganda 

without realizing Jesus disagrees 

with their stance. 

Pastors in Pentecostal and Baptist denominations 
are forced by necessity to be Christian Zionists 

if they want to keep their jobs. Most 
Christian television and radio 

broadcasters endorse Christian 
Zionism. This is true with Trinity 
Broadcasting Network run by Matt 
and Laurie Crouch. There are 43 

Evangelical/Pentecostal television 
networks and 14 Roman Catholic 

television networks in the United States. 
These media networks are considered vital by the 
Jewish world government as they feed Zionist 
propaganda to the Christian population in 
America. The same holds true for Canada and 
Western Europe. 
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The sad thing is that Evangelical, Baptist, and 
Pentecostal churches preach the Gospel but they 
have been polluted with the doctrine of Christian 
Zionism. 

 

INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN EMBASSY 
JERUSALEM (ICEJ) 
The International Christian Embassy Jerusalem 
(ICEJ) is a Zionist stronghold that was founded in 
1980 by evangelical/Pentecostal Christians from 
different nations. A thousand Christians from 
thirty-two nations gathered in Jerusalem to open 
the embassy in conjunction with the Feast of 
Tabernacles.  

Every year the Embassy sponsors the pilgrimage 
of Christians from around the world to come to 
Jerusalem and be part of the Feast of Tabernacles. 
Thousands of Christians from around the world 
attend these feasts on a yearly basis. 

The ICEJ is not a small organization as they have 
offices in some 90 countries and can muster 
financial supporters from 170 nations. The entire 
network is activated whenever there is a need to 
lobby on behalf of Israel. 

DENOMINATIONS OPPOSED TO ZIONISM 
The world government is just as evil as its 
founder, Lucifer. They know that some of the 
Christian denominations and offshoots in America 
are feeble and do not preach repentance, the need 

 
4 https://tinyurl.com/4kcezzrt 

to be born again and the second coming of Jesus. 
The Zionists don’t bother infiltrating these 
denominations and this is why they are not 
friendly to Israel. The following denominations 
reject Zionism: 

 Alliance of Baptists 

 Church of the United Brethren in Christ 

 Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) 

 Mennonite Church USA 

 Presbyterian Church (USA) 

 Roman Catholic Church 

 Unitarian Universalist Association 

 United Church of Christ 

 United Methodist Church 

 World Communion of Reformed Churches4 

THE CUCKOO BIRD 
There are some 150 species of the cuckoo bird 
found throughout the world. Some have the habit 
of laying their eggs in the nests of other birds, who 
cannot tell the difference between their own eggs 
and that of a cuckoo bird. This is convenient for 
the cuckoo bird because they use other birds to 
hatch and raise their offspring. Once the little 
cuckoo chick has grown to full size, it leaves the 
nest and seeks out other cuckoo birds.  

Lucifer is like a cuckoo 
bird. He has been 
working for some 
6,000 years to usher 
in the Antichrist to 
the world. He provided 
the Hebrews with the false 
doctrine of the Kabbalah which promotes his own 
messiah known as the holy serpent. He was able to 
establish his nest in Jerusalem in 1948 and 
immediately sought Christians who would 
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unwittingly support and nourish the egg he had 
laid in Jerusalem.  

Millions of Christians worldwide were snared into 
the false belief of Christian Zionism. Thus, the egg 
that one day will hatch the Antichrist is jealously 
guarded and nourished by deceived Christians. 
This is the biggest con in the history of mankind. 
Any person exposing this scheme is automatically 
labeled anti-Semitic and sometimes hounded to 
death by zealous Christian Zionists. The scheme 
involves Christians donating billions of dollars to 
this cause. They don’t realize they are digging 
their own graves because the Antichrist which 
arises from Israel will kill them. For some reason, 
they do not read the Bible with understanding. 

“And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a 

beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and 

ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and 

upon his heads the name of blasphemy. 

And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, 

and his feet were as the feet of a bear, and his 

mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave 
him his power, and his seat, and great authority. 

And I saw one of his heads as it were wounded to 

death; and his deadly wound was healed: and all 

the world wondered after the beast. 

And they worshipped the dragon which gave power 

unto the beast: and they worshipped the beast, 

saying, Who is like unto the beast? who is able to 

make war with him? 

And there was given unto him a mouth speaking 
great things and blasphemies; and power was given 

unto him to continue forty and two months. 

And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against 

God, to blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, 

and them that dwell in heaven. 

And it was given unto him to make war with the 

saints, and to overcome them: and power was given 

him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations. 

And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship 

him, whose names are not written in the book of life 
of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. 

If any man have an ear, let him hear.” (Revelation 

13:1-9) 

SUMMARY 
We have reached the point of no return. The 
Jewish world government has successfully 
extended their control over all nations with the 
exception of Russia, China, Cuba and Vietnam. It 
used to be that Christians were free thinkers, but 
that is not the case anymore. The Christian Zionist 
movement now controls 90% of Christians and 
with that also comes the Christian media and 
publishing houses. I believe that the midterm 
election in the United States in 2022 will 
determine if the tide can be turned back for a 
season. It is obvious that America is at the 
crossroad. The destruction that has begun will 
have to increase and bring this nation to its knees 
if Biden and the Democrats are going to maintain 
their control of this nation. 
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